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Will it be a case of boom or bust for the property 

market over the next few months? The market is 

currently riding a very high wave and house prices are at

record levels. We look at what conditions might affect

the property market, for better or for worse. And we

give our opinion on what it means locally, across

Cheshire and South Manchester.  

BOOM OR BUST FOR THE PROPERTY MARKET

What the figures show us 

Based on data released by the Land Registry average

house prices in the UK rose dramatically in the

twelve months to February to £268,000, which is an

8.7% increase. While in Trafford, the annual growth

rate was 12.8% with an average house price of

£328,118. These increases are possibly encouraged

by lower borrowing rates and the demand for hous-

ing continuing to outstrip supply.  

And when it came to the number of home sales in

March 2021, figures from HMRC showed that sales

had doubled compared to March 2020. In March this

year, an estimated 190,980 sales went through, an

increase of 94,380 compared to the same month last

year. The figure broke records, being the highest for

any month since data started being compiled by

HMRC back in 2005. 

Quick sales on large homes 

The demand for larger homes is so great, that when a

property comes to market, we’re seeing them get

snapped up very quickly. And in desirable areas

around Hale, Altrincham, and Timperley, this in turn

is forcing higher prices. We’ve heard stories from

other agents across the region that people are buying

homes without even seeing them. People are buying

up properties without having surveys too, to speed

up sales and get the deal over the line in time for the

stamp duty deadline. It’s been pretty crazy out there

and leaves us wondering what’s next for the property

market because this surely cannot be sustainable? 

Enough of the right homes

One of the pain points for us here in  South

Manchester is lack of supply versus incredible

demand. An issue which is echoed across the country.

There are simply not enough of the larger properties

available, which results in prices spiralling ever 

higher. Even before the pandemic, house prices in

areas such as Timperley, Hale, Altrincham, and parts

of Sale were higher than average. Of course, those of

us who live here know of all the wonderful aspects

living in this area offers. From the great schools in

the region, to the wide variety of places to eat and

drink. We have many beautiful parks on our doorstep.

Plus it’s not far to escape to the Welsh coast, the

Lake District, or the Peak District. But it has become

so expensive for property here that many first-time

buyers are forced to either buy outside of the area or

continue renting. 

PROPERTYFOCUS / SUMMER 2021
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CAN YOUR GARDEN INCREASE
YOUR PROPERTY VALUE?

PROPERTYFOCUS / SUMMER 2021

You might be thinking, can your garden increase your

property value? In short, yes it can. Whatever the size,

aspect, or style of your garden, here’s how it can

increase your property value.

Facing South 

The south facing garden remains a key selling point

for any home. Even without the surge in garden 

popularity since the pandemic struck, south facing

gardens have always helped boost property value.

Getting the most out of the sun when it shines is

something people are willing to pay a little more

money for. However, if you haven’t got a south facing

garden then all is not lost. Depending on the size and

shape of your garden, try and make the most out of

the areas where the sun does shine. Think where it

might be best to capture the light and position 

seating areas, patios, or even certain types of plants

there.  

Fantastic greenery 

The greenery you choose for your garden can also

increase your property value by a few thousand

pounds. The pandemic has made us realise even

more, the pleasures which can be sought in the small

things in life. Whether you have plants or shrubs,

flowers or fruit, you can appreciate the natural world

around you. 

Outdoor Buildings 

Did you know that investment in an outdoor building

can boost the price of your property by up to

£12,000? Recent research from MyToolShed, proves

that the small expense of a shed can make a big 

difference to your property value. If you have 

solutions for storage outside, this is always popular

with potential buyers. But people are also being very

creative with outdoor buildings since the pandemic

took hold. We are seeing outdoor offices, workshops

and summer houses become must-haves in gardens.

People want more space, and are looking for it away

from the main house. If you have somewhere where

people can work, practise music, be creative, or even

to drink (think mini bars), outdoor buildings are

hugely popular.

Outside Social Space 

Of course the rules around visiting people and not

meeting indoors have seen our gardens become the

new number one social setting. So much so that we

have never spent as much time socialising in our 

gardens. There’s been a big rise in the popularity of

extending the indoors to the outside, through a 

specially created outdoor space to allow social 

gathering. Large patio or bi-folding doors remain 

popular as they allow the seamless link between

indoors and outside. We know buyers like a decked or

paved patio area. Somewhere with tables and chairs

alongside space to cook, eat, and drink will tick all

the boxes when you come to sell your home. 
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Try investing in bulbs for the Springtime. Choose

popular flowers such as hydrangeas, or evergreens for

easy maintenance. A blend of colour and green, and

your garden will thrive and look great all year round. 

Your buyers might be keen gardeners and will see the

value in a well-stocked garden. You’ll be surprised

how much it costs to buy larger plants such as 

rhododendrons or camellias in the garden centres. So,

it pays to look after and nurture the plants you have.

And no matter the size of your garden, the addition

of greenery from shrubs to plants, will transform

your outdoor haven.  

A little TLC 

Are you thinking of selling your home but areas of

your garden look a little weary? If that’s the case, it’s

not too difficult to breathe new life into them. Buyers

will appreciate a main focal point in your garden, so

look to create one. It could be a social seating area, a

rockery, a pond, or a simple display of flowers. Do

you have pots which are looking old and tired? Or

have you garden furniture which is a little

weathered? If yes, you can try investing in some 

outdoor paint to spruce them up. You’ll be surprised

how a few small touches can make such a big 

difference. 

Courtyard appeal 

It doesn’t matter if you haven’t got masses of lawn

or land. You can still make a small courtyard or

decked area, welcoming, inviting, and attractive to

buyers. In much the same way as you would a small

room, use accessories and a touch of paint to bring a

small courtyard to life. You could experiment with

making some shelving from pallets to decorate your

walls, and paint them a fashionable mint green, or

soft grey. You could buy a little outdoor mirror for

your courtyard wall to give the illusion of a bigger

space. For some lovely aroma as you step through

your back door, you could try growing a selection of

herbs in pots. Small courtyards can be wonderful sun

traps, so position your seating in the best spot. It’s

not always about how big your garden space is, it’s

how best you use it! 
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WHAT DO HOUSE BUYERS
WANT? 

What do House Buyers want when it comes to the

properties they are looking to purchase? As we 

continue to experience unprecedented activity in the

housing market, we take a look at what house buyers

are looking for. Find out more… 

Rural living 

Alongside the need for space, house buyers have been

upping sticks and looking to move to more rural

areas. Why? Quite simply for better mental health.

To be able to get out into green spaces for walks,

exercise, and family time is important to many. With

city centres not being the places they once were, and

the rise in homeworking as the norm, we’re seeing a

shift in buying attitudes. People are looking to buy

homes close to green spaces. At the same time, you

are more likely to find larger homes in more rural

settings. So, these two factors go hand-in-hand. And

it’s not just the pandemic which has led to an

increase in more homes being bought in rural areas.

We are more in touch with the needs of our planet

and living sustainably. This can be done more easily

if we have enough green space around us. 

Space and size 

There is no doubting the fact we have all come to

appreciate the homes we live in much more. With all

the lockdowns, the restrictions placed on us, and

more family members either working or studying

from home, we want more space. We’ve seen 

first-hand, the growing need for homes offering

space, and that’s both inside and outside. From extra

space for a home office, to using the garden for a bit

of outdoor living, people want and need extra room. 

The demand for homes with three bedrooms or

more, are selling faster than ever. And that includes

those properties with the scope to extend. In fact, in

this area of Altrincham, Hale, and Sale, there’s not

enough of these larger homes to meet demand. 

Superfast broadband 

We’re often asked about the quality of the broadband

services in a given area where people are looking to

buy. However, the need for superfast broadband also

appeared in some new research which was published

recently. A property consultancy, Bramleys, analysed

the priorities of 3,000 UK adults when it comes to

homebuying. Nearly a quarter of survey respondents

(24%) would prioritise buying a home with superfast

broadband over being close to a good school. This

has a bearing on two things. One being the fact

younger, first-time buyers without a family are 

looking to move away from the city to more rural

areas. They need high-quality broadband to enable

them to work from home. Secondly, the pressure

being put on larger family homes with everyone

online, means superfast broadband is more of an

essential need in today’s world. 
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Sustainable technology 

We are seeing homes which offer eco-features from

solar panels to heat pumps, even electric vehicle

charging points becoming more popular. We’re all

aware of the government’s plans to cut emissions,

including from people’s homes in the near future.

These plans include improving energy efficiency and

using low carbon heating systems. Some homebuyers

are looking for properties which are already geared

up for greener living. Such features add value to a

property and will impact on the final price. However,

if someone has a choice between the right-sized

home with or without sustainable solutions, they’ll

choose the one which has the technology included.

After all, it will be one less expense and job to do

further down the line. It’s a case of when and not if

the government rolls out further plans for cutting

emissions. 

Amenities remain important 

Certainly in towns like Altrincham and Hale, where

we are very lucky to have such great amenities on

our doorsteps, properties here remain popular. These

areas are blessed by being so close to many green

spaces, too. While house buyers want extra space,

and rural living, they also want to be able to get to

the shops, eat out, and enjoy socialising with friends.

A property close to good local amenities will always

sell well, and this remains the case in this unusual

world we find ourselves in. 
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Time to get pet-friendly

Yes, it has made national headlines and even caused

some divide in opinion. The Government’s changes

to the model tenancy agreement mean that landlords

can no longer blanket ban tenants from having pets.

Now, by way of default, renters will be able to keep

and move in with their pets. Landlords will require a
written pet request and if they object to it, they must

do so in writing. Any objections to pet requests must

be done within 28 days of the request being received.

But more importantly, landlords must have good 

reason to object. These reasons can include the size

of the property. Especially if landlords deem their

house or flat too small and impractical for a pet. And

of course, tenants will continue to have a legal duty

to repair or cover the cost of any damages to a 

rented property. 

Eviction Notices

The arrival of the pandemic and the first lockdown

last year saw evictions initially banned. Then back in

August last year, the Government made changes to

the eviction legislation to require landlords to give

tenants six months’ warning for any eviction. As of

the 1st of June 2021, this was reduced to four

months.  There are caveats to this new notice period

for more serious cases. For example, in the case of

anti-social behaviour, domestic abuse, and being more

than four months in arrears with rent payments. It is

expected that the pre-pandemic rules will be 

reinstated in October 2021.  

There are several changes which landlords should be

aware of, from pets to electrical safety compliance. We

also share some of the current trends in the 

lettings market. 

CHANGES FOR LANDLORDS
IN 2021

Deadline for electrical compliance 

Since April it has been mandatory to have an 

electrical safety compliance certificate for every

property you own. The certificate will prove that the

fixed electrical installations in your properties have

been safety tested by a qualified electrician. 

Outer city demand

One thing we are noticing since the pandemic, is

greater tenant demand for larger properties. There

are more people looking to rent out of town. More

professionals, even young professionals are having to

work from home. Without the need for the regular,

daily commute, there is less demand for city living.

What is preferred instead is more space for a home

office, to have a garden and some outside space. Also,

tenants are realising that by heading further out from

major towns, they can get a little bit more for their

monthly rent. 

This is good news if you are a landlord with a 

property out of town. Likewise, if you are 

considering a buy to let property in a similar more

rural or semi-rural area. You might just do well with

these rental properties this year. 
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